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Together, we will redesign the future

3 D  D E S I G N  S T U D I O



Numbe Group

Numbe Group is a renowned 3D design studio
based in Andorra, Spain and the Philippines that
leads the digital transformation of the real estate
sector. 

We offer 3D design and interactive virtual reality
services for new real estate developments, as well
as other solutions in the real estate sector. 
Furthermore, within the business group, we have a
communication agency that helps improve the
communication of companies and real estate
promotions.

About us



The first step to being able to work together is to identify
what your project is like. 
At Numbe Group we have two types of services within the
3D design department: 

New constructions 

Here we find large buildings, shopping centers, resorts,
residential buildings and other constructions that are
already being built or will begin to be built soon.

Renovation and interior design projects

Here we have projects for buildings, apartments or
common areas that are already built but that need an
aesthetic renovation.

What do we do

Numbe Group



If you are building your new project, at Numbe we offer
you 3 digital services that will boost the communication
and sales of your project. 

Renders

Hyperrealistic 4K or 8K images

3D animated video

Hyper-realistic 3D animated video 1080 | 4K | 8K

Interactive virtual reality 

The latest in the industry. A revolution to show real estate
through virtual and interactive reality. 

Example

New constructions 

Numbe Group

Example

https://www.numbegroup.com/servicios
https://pv3d.ch/ecohome/sb3pcs/


If you are thinking of renovating a building, an apartment
or any premises, with our help your project will have a
modern, current vision and easy to communicate on
websites, social networks and others. We offer you: 

Virtual renovation

You send us a photo and we renovate the space virtually.
We choose the furniture, colors and styles that best match
your style and create a virtual recreation that will multiply
your sales or rental possibilities. 

Example of virtual renovation below.

Renovation and interior design projects 
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Virtual renovation Virtual renovation



Our designs are made with the latest
software on the market, the 3D Studio
Max 2023 program and the Vray Render
engine. In addition, all images are
retouched with Photoshop, achieving a
perfect design and turning them into an
excellent sales tool.

Our team has extensive experience in
international projects and adapts to all
projects of greater or lesser magnitude.

You can see all our projects on our
website.

Our projects

Featured





Why Numbe?
At Numbe we offer a 360º service for your future real estate development.
We make the 3D designs and culminate it with a marketing, graphic design
and sales strategy since our company also has a digital marketing agency
#NumbeKomm

We work with the best software
and achieve the best quality on
the market. Up to 8K.

We will be in contact throughout
the entire project, monitoring the
news weekly.

Our clients and our experience
support us. We will respond to your
trust with excellence at work.

We create the website, social
networks or the corporate image of
your project.
We also record 4k images with
drones for advertising.

Quality

Follow-up Trust

Marketing 



We came to redesign the way of working in the real estate sector.
Join the hundreds of companies around the world that trust us
and make your project the next.
Join the digital transformation in the sector.

Next steps 

We meet, in person or online. 1.

You tell us your project. 2.

We send you a budget. 3.

We start working. 4.

Weekly project monitoring.5.

Delivery of the 3D project.6.

Delivery of the website, logos and corporate image and

social networks. (optional)  

7.

Monthly monitoring of the marketing and social media

strategy. (optional)

8.

Together, we will redesign the future.



Together, we will redesign the future

+34 617 99 69 36

Phone
info@numbegroup.com

Mail
numbegroup.com

Web
Andorra | Spain | Philippines

Location 

+63 998 625 8911


